The Maudsley rat strains as a probe to investigate noradrenergic-cholinergic interaction in cognitive function.
Central noradrenergic function in relation to cognitive performance was studied in the Maudsley rat strains. Neurochemical studies revealed a higher response to acute stress in the locus coeruleus (LC) in the Maudsley reactives (MR) than in the Maudsley non-reactives (MNRA). Autoradiographic studies showed that MNRAs had greater 125I clonidine binding to alpha 2 receptors in LC, which was accompanied by a higher behavioral sensitivity to clonidine. MRs had a deficit in working memory, but were superior to MNRAs in two reference memory tasks. MRs displayed a stronger preference for novel objects, with no strain differences in general exploratory activity. The behavioral profile of the MRs is similar to rats treated with drugs which enhance noradrenergic function. Furthermore, MNRA rats had greater availability of muscarinic receptors, which correlated with behavioral performance in the spatial working memory task. The differences in noradrenergic and cholinergic systems and their relationship to the behavioral profile make the Maudsley strains a useful tool to probe the interaction between two neurotransmitter systems in cognitive function.